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Gucci SIGNORIA Watch with Diamond
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Gucci SIGNORIA Watch with Diamond 

Gucci SIGNORIA Watch, Gucci Diamond Watch, 186132 J8CN0 9040I almost fall in love with this watch
at the first sight. At the very first glance, I even took it as a luxury bracelet. People tend to buy luxury
precious jewelry like diamond ring to stand for their love. They believe that the permanent love exists in
the timeless diamond. As I see it, this watch may serve as a better engage present, for not only can it
represent permanent, but it also record exactly every minutes you spend together.                                    
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at the first sight. At the very first glance, I even took it as a luxury bracelet. People tend to buy luxury
precious jewelry like diamond ring to stand for their love. They believe that the permanent love exists in
the timeless diamond. As I see it, this watch may serve as a better engage present, for not only can it
represent permanent, but it also record exactly every minutes you spend together.   This Gucci
SIGNORIA watch has quartz movement and jewelry clasp. It is a luxury watch in large version: the white
gold case is sized at 20 mm and trimmed with 48 diamonds, and 184 diamonds are trimmed on its white
gold horse-bit bracelet and with malachite dials. It is total 2.0 carats. The watch has a crown at 6 o�clock
and on its sapphire crystal are 12 indexes. �Made in Swiss� is a label on almost all the fine luxury
watch, and it is the same with this one. The watch is water resist to 30 meters and enjoys a 2 year
warranty.  Want to know more about Gucci Watches.
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